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with customer support feels like this is only marketing hype and not

something the company truly believes. In this situation, making the

choice of which experience to offer may be a relatively simple one:

the innovation team confirms the desire to continue offering the

same experience, but with better execution and attention to detail

throughout the company.

In other cases, the decision is more complex. It's not unusual

for a company's research to show that its consumers want experi

ences from a company that are in conflict with one another. In a

recent project for a major software company, we found its cus

tomers expressing a desire for both a sense of security and a sense

of freedom. The innovation team needed to decide which of these

conflicting experiences was most important to deliver because it

couldn't realistically deliver both: if it truly delivered an experience

of freedom, it would likely compromise the experience of security,

and vice versa.

Another fairly common and frustrating hurdle many compa

nies face is not being able to deliver a desired experience because

that solution simply doesn't exist yet. Most people would love to

have a greater experience of freedom using their cell phones—being

assured the device will work anywhere, whether that means a for

eign country, or a fast-moving elevator. The cell phone concept

implicitly promises this, but as of right now competing feature sets

and dueling industry standards make the delivery of that experience

incomplete, frustrating probably everycell user.

When choosing which consumers (o pursue and what type of

experience to deliver, at a minimum a company should confirm the

following:

• There is an identifiable consumer segment that desires a

meaningful experience. The company should be able to

describe these consumers in a very clear and detailed man

ner. In fact, the consumer profile should be rich and ani-
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mated enough for members of the innovation team to rec

ognize them as real people—rather than percentages or

data points.

• The segment desiring the experience is large enough to

meet the company's financial criteria for success. Early

adopters are attractive but unless their interests and actions

are likely to be followed by a much larger audience, they

don't represent a viable segment for long-term growth and

positive financial return.

• The experience the segment desires is not in conflia with

anything else the company does. For example, as Kraft

Foods began moving toward its current vision of "helping

people around the world eat and live better" it was in the

awkward position of being owned by the world's largest

tobacco company, Phillip Morris (now Altria Group) under

indictment for endangering people's lives. This conflia of

values was somewhat mitigated when AltriaGroup spun off

Kraft Foods as an independent company (although Altria

still owns most of Kraft, the conflia is now less apparent to

Kraft's customers).

• The experience does not over-promise, but rather is an

accurate reflection of the company's capabilities. Mean

ingful experiences are not a new flavor of marketing hype.

If a company can't reallycommit to delivering the experi

ence in a full, robust and cohesive way, it will likely fall

flat. This doesn't mean companies have to be perfect and

never take risks. It just means they should be authentic in

their goals and intentions. Forexample, many companies

believe they can attract Hispanic consumers by just trans

lating their ads from English to Spanish without under

standing the cultural differences that influence this

market. While this occasionally works, it often doesn't
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because the intended audience can tell the communica

tion and by association, the product or service, is inau-

thentic.

If an innovation team can't find an experience that meets

these criteria or can't overcome the hurdles we've discussed, then

regardless of the team's enthusiasm for the idea of producing a

meaningful customer experience, it is not time yet to go forward.

Defining Scope

Let'ssay Footwork decides it can effectively serveboth the consumer

segment that values accomplishment and the segment that values

beauty. The two meanings are compatible, and the company

believesit has the credibilityand resourcesto deliverthe experience

of them better than anyone else in their category. Butthe company

can't just say "our innovation goal is to evoke the experience of

beauty and accomplishment for our customers." It doesn't tell the

organization enough to do anything more than scare it. Instead, we

need to define what the company will create that when offeredwill

evoke the experience ofbeauty and accomplishment.

Defining the scope of the experience a company wants to

build provides clarity to everyonein the company. By defining the

innovation goal in terms of meaning and its associated attributes,

the company communicates a shared vision so that all team mem

bers, regardless of their function, can see it. Although it's relatively

early in the development process, clarifying now what the experi

ence will eventually mean to customers helps coordinate actions

and attitudes across the company. It provides a shared starting

point for the cross-department collaboration necessary to design an

experience that works across multiple touch points.
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How detailed this next level needs to be depends in part on

the company, its size, and its ambitions. We don't expea a com

pany's innovation process to

-T-, , , , revolve around a simple phrase,
These each need to

no matter how accurate it may be.
be articulated and related But at the same time, It,8 too early

to the overall meaning in the process to diaate a fully
at this Stage in the elaborated design. In our experi

ence, someone (a senior market-
mnovation process

ing executive, CEO, divisional VP,

or a respected consultant) con

structs a verybrief document or a framework that highlights the cen

tral meaning or meanings of the experience and any major faaors

important to the experience's success. Major faaors can include just

about anything the company believesis critical, but the most funda

mental inclusions are functional value, economic value, emotional

value and identity value. These each need to be articulated and

related to the overall meaning at this stage in the innovation process

Funaional value—In layman's terms, this is what "works,"

the product or service's primary purpose. If the experience model

for our shoe company includes funaional benefit as a component,

it means the functional performance of the shoe will be an impor

tant means of delivering the experience and its meaning. Obvi

ously, every product and service needs to function at some level,

but emphasizing the funaional value in our experience model

means it is of critical importance to the meaning of the experience

Although functional value is often considered a generic attribute,

numerous companies have distinguished themselves through it,

including companies like Jiffy Lube, the franchise that promised a

ten-minute oil change and QuickBooks, the software from Intuit

that automated small business finances,

Economic value—If an experience model includes economic

value as a key attribute, it signifies that the meaning of the experi-
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ence will relate or depend to some extent on financial elements.

This could mean the offering will be lower or higher priced than

competitive offerings, for example, conveying a meaning of accom

plishment or validation sometimes requires pricing the service or

product at a premium that prevents all but a select group of cus

tomers from buying it, as the American Express Platinum card does

by setting a high annual fee. (Alternatively, conveying a meaning of

community, as PetSmart does, often requires a more broadly acces

sible price point.)

Emotional—If an experience model emphasizes emotional

benefit, such as excitement, happiness, love, or fear, it indicates the

need for sensory stimuli to create a strong feeling state. If our shoe

company model accentuates emotional value, then advertising and

other means of animating of the offer will be important considera

tions, for example, if a company wants to emphasize excitement as

Experience

Statomont

Experience framework

Create an experience for our customers that evokes accomplishment
and appreciation of beauty
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Figure 7.1: The experience framework for Footwork, our fictitious shoe com
pany emphasizes meaning that will guide design, outlines the scope of the expe
rience and indicates how the attributes of function, economic value, emotion

and identity will be integrated.
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an important value of its offering, then Yahoo! is certainly an apt

name. Similarly the sense of fun and youthfulness that Pepsi has

long represented rests heavily on its identity, its advertising and its

promotions.

Identity—Ifan experience model emphasizes identity, it says

that the experience will depend more heavilyon the integration of

recognized symbols and images tied to specific beliefs and values.

The most obvious use of identity are products or services built on

celebrity fame, such as Martha Stewart's line of housewares for

Kmart or Sean "Diddy" Combs' line of menswear, Sean John. But

identity can also reflect imagery and associated qualities of causes,

like the Green movement or the religious right; interests, like sail

ing or fitness; locations, such as the Deep South or the French Riv

iera and a long list of other options.

An experience framework is not intended to specifydirection

in detail. Instead, it should be direct and simple enough to fit on

one page so it can be pinned to a wall, or propped on a desk. The

statement is likely to be revised, so it should be dated, or have a

version number. It is not an inviolate declaration, like the Ten

Commandments, but rather a starting point that will evolve and

grow as the team gains more information, more experience, and

more feedback.

Each company department, or function within the innovation

team, uses the experience model to guide what it will produce or

provide. Strategies and tactics used to realize the vision all derive

from this model. If conflicts or confusion arise during the develop

ment process,we use the model to mediate them. In fact, everysig

nificant step that the innovation team takes should be checked

against the goals inherent in the experience model. This process

may appear difficult and time-consuming, but adhering to these

steps aaually speeds development by keeping the team focused on

its objeaives.
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As we've noted, innovation is inherently risky. No amount of

planning can fully eliminate that risk, but the likelihood of failure

is reduced by carefully framing the experience which the company

is committed to produce By focusing on a dear goal and articulat

ing it for everyone, the shaping and refinement process can pro

ceed. We'll discuss that in the next chapter.
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Shaping the Concept

Having a clearly framed and properly scoped goal of pro

viding .1 meaningful experience allows the innovation

team to shape a concept through an intelligent and delib

erate design process, rather than by trial-and-error or free-for-all

brainstorming. Hy following a detailed process and consciously con

sidering all the elements of a new concept from the customer's van

tage point, the innovation team creates a clear "blueprint" of what

the company should produce or provide. By taking time at this stage

to think through all the interrelated aspects of delivering a meaning

ful experience, a company is less likely to suffer two of the most

common failings of experience design: errors of omission and con

flicts of intent.

Errors of omission occur when an experience is not executed

evenly through all its touch points, for example, when Toyota first

introduced its Prius hybrid car, it supplied interested consumers

with ample information on its features and benefits, but few of the

salespeople in Toyota dealerships understood how the car worked.

One of our colleagues went for a test drive, only to have the vehicle

run out of gas because the sales representative erroneously thought

it could run on battery power alone. This type of omission can be

readily identified and prevented at the concept development stage

if the innovation team realizes that it's responsible for shaping all

dimensions of the experience, not just the product or service.

Conflicts of intent occur when some aspects of an experience

actually undermine (he desired meaning. Aclassicexample is a fast

•S')
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food restaurant that emphasizes convenience but doesn't staff ade

quately, causing customers to line up and wait an excessively long

time. Another example is a luxury pen that is aesthetically beautiful

but doesn't write well. As with errors of omission, conflicts of

intent can be identified and prevented at the concept-development

stage—if the innovation team takes the time to think through all

aspects of the consumer experience.

A truly meaningful experience is consistent throughout all its

dimensions. This goal is more easily realized if the concept is ini

tially shaped in three keydimensions: the breadth of its expression,

the duration of the experience, and the intensity of the customer's

interaction.

Breadth of Expression

Star Trek: The Experience, an attraction owned by Paramount Parks

and located in the Lis Vegas Hilton, is an example of how an experi

ence can be built and reinforced through breadth of expression. The

walk-through environment's main offering is an interactive "per

formance" that mingles a motion simulator, theatrics, special effects,

and the 1listory of the Future Museum. These performances are sur

rounded and complemented by movie-like sets and live actors

intended to immerse guests in Star Trekauthor Gene Roddenberry's

vision of the 24th century. Staff members play characters from the

television and film episodes, complete with accuratelydepicted uni

forms, mannerisms, anil language. The bar and restaurant are like

wise filled with references to characters, locations, and alien species.

Many of the products sold in the stores on the concourse, such as

Romulan Ale and llajoran jewelry, are straight out of the television

episodes. Even the monorail that delivers guests to the attraction is

themed consistently to evoke the Star Trek experience. Granted, this

is familiar territory for theme parks, with Disneyland being the ear-
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liest and most extensive example, but it illustrates the importance of

breadth in the design of meaningful experiences.

Using our Footwork example again, let's think about the dif

ferent ways the experience of beauty and accomplishment can be

delivered in the athletic footwear category. Certainly these mean

ings are expressed through the function and aesthetics of the shoe

itself. But what else could be done to extend that experience

beyond the produa? We might want to extend the meaning of

beauty and accomplishment into services, such as guaranteeing the

shoe's performance, providing customers a weeklyemail update of

local sports competitions, or offering training advice from experts.

We might emphasize the commitment to beauty by selling our

shoes only in fashionable stores, or by designing gorgeous shoe-

boxes and stunning hangtags. When promoting awareness of our

shoes, we might show our produa in the company of other prod-

ucts that share a similar focus, such as an iPod or Starbucks coffee.

The website might include suggestions about matching our shoes

to other items of clothing, or it could direct customers to comple

mentary sportswear purchases that fit their color palette or style

preference. Our customer support team could be populated with

people who have pleasant-sounding voices or with people who are

athletes themselves. Our salespeople could be recognized by the

attraaive but highly funaional backpacks they alwayscarry to hold

their presentation materials and samples. We could design our

offices to be both visually appealing and highly produaive. Our

spokesperson, maybe even the CEO if appropriate, could be a

woman who is both attractive and a top athlete.

By extending the breadth of our concept, Footwork is on its

way to delivering the dream of the holistic experience—a com

pany's behavior, offerings and messages integrated to serve cus

tomers and provide value at every touch point and in every

medium. No company can ensure that 100 percent of its customers

experience each dimension consistently; however the conscious
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Shaping the breadth of an integrated experience

5 main components of breadth

Customer

Support
Alliances

Additional components depend on a company's category and capacity

FIGURE a. i: An experience is delivered through five components of breadth:
product, service, brand, channel, and promotion.

goal of creating an integrated multidimensional experience helps

ensure that the final delivery will be as cohesive as possible.

An integrated experience is typically delivered through five

main components that comprise the dimension of breadth: prod

uct, service, brand, channel, and promotion. Depending on a com

pany's category and capacity, this list could be expanded to include

other categories, such as communication media, customer support,

alliances, retail presence and more. Carefully considering how the
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experience is delivered and reinforced by each component helps

the innovation team avoid the errors of omission and conflicts of

intent. It helps the team explore ways to expand and enrich the

experience. Ideally, it prompts members of the innovation team to

reexamine consumer understanding gathered from ethnographies

or other types of exploratory research for inspiration and guidance

in designing each component.

Product

The distinction between products and services is becoming increas

ingly difficult to define. Here when we talk about product, we're

referring to a physical or digital artifact—a "thing" that can be seen,

touched, smelled, or heard. Whether thai product adds to a mean

ingful experience depends on careful design, beginning with a clear

understanding of the experience the customer desires and proceed

ing with a deliberate intention to support that specific experience, at

least in part, through the product.

Too often, products are created to deliver a function and no

serious thought has been given to the customer's experience of using

that product. For example, our shoe company's R&D lab might

build a model for a shoe that is more comfortable, offers better sup

port, and incorporates a new fabric that repeals mosquitoes. In a

typical innovation processes, these features might define the concept

simply because they could be presented as "new" and the experience

would be an afterthought delegated to marketing. In the process we

advocate, however, if the company decided to deliver the experiences

of beauty and performance, it would atld only those features that

support those experiences—in this example, comfort and better

support—not the mosquito repellent fabric.

Services

Services are often integrated with products, but unlike products, they

are usually dependent on people in some phase of their delivery,
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and as a result can be more variable. If you think of produa as

being matter, then servicesare energy. Both are dimensions of the

customer experience, but they operate differently. While Hewlett-

Packard can confidently assume that the first printer model it man-

ufaaures on any given day will be almost identical to the hundredth

produced that day, State Farm Insurance can not be as confident that

each of its agents will perform identically.

Although serviceexperiences themselves are often dependent

on people, in most cases the service itself involves an interaction

with some physical object that can and should be thoughtfully

designed. For example, customers experience financial services

through products such as checkbooks, websites, and investment

tools. Movies are delivered through tickets, seats, screens and

popcorn. Even dry-cleaning services are delivered, through vans,

hangers and storefronts. Aswith products, the key to evoking the

intended meaning is two-fold: starting with a clear understand

ing of the experience the customer desires, and developing all

the elements of the service to support and contribute to that

experience.

Brand

Brand is the expression of an offering's personality, and ideally, it

unites all components of a company's offering into an easily recog

nizable form. Some argue that brand comes before any other com

ponent of an experience induding the produa or service Regardless

of whether it guides the overall experience or is a contributing part

of it, at its best branding is so tightly coupled with the experience

design that the connection can't be untangled. Ideally, design inter

weaves the brand so completely throughout all the components and

dimensions that the entire experience is branded.

Brand can guide or control many innovation decisions,

including those related to the "look and feel" of the produa or

service, channel communications, and promotional strategy. For
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this reason, brand development should always occur simultane

ously with produa and servicedevelopment, and all should adhere

to the overall experience vision.

The most basic purpose of branding (and harking back to its

origins in cattle ranching), is to protect the experience design by

declaring its uniqueness and its ownership. A company could try

to emulate aspects of the Starbucks experience, but it couldn't copy

anything proteaed by its brand (like its produa names or the ele

ments of its visual identity) without risking a serious legal battle.

Similarly, when a product or service category approaches com

modity status—like banking, gasoline, or basic clothing—brand

becomes an important asset in differentiating the experience. Gap

has regularly been able to reinvigorate the experience of wearing

near-commodity items like white T-shirts and khaki pants through

their brand power and influence

Channel

The means by which a produa or service is delivered to its con

sumers is its channel, induding all types of retail, direa sales, and

online venues. This aspea may seem hard to control for those com

panies locked into a traditional channel, such as grocery or depart

ment stores, where they have little say in how their offerings are

sold. For others, channel represents a wide open space, which they

can use to complement the customer's experience. Whether a com

pany's channel choices are narrow or broad, its first concern should

be ensuring the channel is appropriate for the experience. Our shoe

company might typically distribute through REI, the Seattle-based

outdoor equipment and clothing retailer. Selling the new model

through REI might add to the experience of accomplishment the

new shoes are offering. But the rugged, outdoor connotation REI has

with most customers might conflict with and thus detraa from the

experience of beauty. On the other hand, selling the shoe at Nord

strom, or a similar store chain known for its aesthedc taste, is likely
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to add to the experience of beauty, but would it detraa from the

experience of performance?

The choice of channel should also be based on the desired

buying experience. Each channel—and sometimes each retailer

within a channel—differs as to how much customer assistance and

advice it provides, what types of facilities and displays it uses, its

price range, after-sales support, accessibility, and other aspects that

impaa a customer's purchase process. The innovation team needs

to think through the type of buying process that best supports the

experience it's trying to build, and then determine which channels

can provide that process.

If the desired channel experience doesn't exist, the innovation

team may need to propose and create it. For example, Apple had

been selling its computers through chain computer and consumer

electronic stores for decades, but these outlets were rarely staffed by

personnel who understood Apple products and never offered the

kind of experience Apple knew was compatible and complemen

tary with their products.To address this, Apple aeated its own retail

stores. From architeaure and materials, to music, to friendly,

knowledgeable faces, to customer service, to a range of creative

services, to location—by controlling the channel, Apple is able to

redefine everything about the shopping experience it offers its

customers.

In some cases, the channel itself can be an innovation.

CEMEX, a leading global producer and marketer of cement, used

existing networks of family and friends to help low-income Mexi

can families buy homes. The company discovered that communi

ties used their social groups to achieve goals that individuals could

not reach. Using this knowledge, CEMEX launched "Patrimonio

Hoy," a program that taps into these social groups as a means of

providing product information, specialized services, and reasonable

financing to a market it previously could not reach.
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Promotion

Promotion entails any communication of information about the

experience or its related components, including advertising, public

ity, sales promotion, merchandising, and direct selling. This is often

the most fluid aspect of an experience because it changes so fre

quently, and it is the most difficult to control—particularly in a

global market, where each country has some control over its pro

motional activities.

While promotion is an extensive topic, we're most concerned

here with how potential customers learn of new offerings and how

the experience we're building is reinforced through any and all

communication and programs, regardless of media or form. In the

case of Footworks, this means communications through television,

print, and online media, but also include the deals our sales repre

sentatives offer, our sponsorship of events, and even the speeches

our CEO makes.

A recent promotion by Westin I lotels shows how promotion,

as a component of breadth, can support the development of a

meaningful experience. In the summer of 2005, an arriving guest

would find a small box by his bedside. The front of the package said

"Summer reading at Westin—the ultimate in renewal." On the back

it read "Books by the pool, books in the heavenly bed, books at the

spa." Opening the package, the guest finds an attractive pair of read

ing glasses. Unlike many cheap or irrelevant products thrown in itsa

purchase incentive or offered as a complimentary gift, (his thought

fully conceived and beautifully executed promotion was perfectly

designed to suit a guest seeking "renewal" and hoping to find that

meaningful experience by relaxing with a good book.

Creating breadth of expression using the components of

product, service, brand, and more should be a group process, with

every member of the innovation team participating. Each compo

nent is an important aspect of the final experience, and team mem-
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bers need to understand each other's actions to coordinate their

aaivities aaoss function. For example, at Footwork the better our

marketing lead understands the shoes, the more effective she will

be in directing the creation of a compelling and appropriate iden

tity for it. The more the sales head knows about the shoe's brand

identity, the more precisely he can hone a supporting distribution

or launch strategy. And the more the manufacturing manager

understands about the sales strategy, the better equipped he is to

make intelligent trade-offs on cost and time constraints.

Once an innovation team has considered each component of

the experience and determined its breadth, it is ready to move to

the next design dimension, duration.

Duration of Experience

Meaningful experiences happen over time. To feel complete they

need a beginning, a middle and an end. An effective experience

design strategy anticipates the unfolding ofan experience over time.

This could be a simple, linear experience: We view a performance

once, enjoy it, and recommend it to others. Other times, it's more

iterative: We try a new restaurant, begin to visit it regularly, and

become more familiar with it over time. In either case, the design

process maps the progression ofan experience over time, from initi

ation through immersion to conclusion and continuation. It then

establishes how the experience should spread out aaoss each stage

specifically initiation, immersion, condusion and continuation.

Initiation

Initiation is the phase when a customer usually encounters one or

more of the experiential components (produa, service, brand, and

so on) for the first time. She notices it and hopefully recognizes at

least a suggestion of meaning. Typically, initiation involves an
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An Experience Matrix for Footwork

Initiation

Product

Visuals In

window,
communicate
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Walk by new
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first week
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above. Perhaps
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meaning
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Continuation Customer

buys more
Personalized

relationship all
about the

beauty of the
shoes

A broader range
of products
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Ihis symbol of
accomplishment
and beauty

Store and site
constantly
evolve as

customer

perceptions of
beauty and
accomplishment
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Beginning of
Series 2.
Involvingmore
participations
with brand

FIGURE 8.2: Design must mapthe progression of an experience from initiation
through immersion to conclusion and continuation.

encounter with the brand through promotion such as reading an ad

in a magazine, although it can also be seeingothers use the produa

or service a chance encounter with a company employee, or men

tion of the stock performance on the nightly news. For example,

some people were introduced to Google the popular online search

company, when a friend recommended, "Just Google it," in

response to a question. Others first discovered the company's
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services from reading a positive review, hearing about its IPO, or see

ing its young, charismatic founders speak at a conference. Still oth

ers learned to use the serviceat work as a means of conducting quick

and easy research.

Since initiation can happen much earlier than a company

intends, an innovation team should consider how its customers

will initially interaa with each of the components ofan experience

In our Footwork example, initial customer contact might be when a

person sees the shoes on display and decides to try them on. Initial

contact may be seeing the company and its shoes profiled in a fash

ion magazine. The first contact might seeing a link that displays the

company's name in a list resulting from a search on die terms "high

performance, beautiful, athletic shoes." Or the initial promotional

contact might be seeing a tiny replica of the new shoe on a girl

friend's keychain. If an experience is cohesively designed through

the breadth of its components, any initial contact will most likely

do an effective job of representing the company and its offering.At

its best, it will be an enticing sample of the experience and will

attraa the people who will most value it

Immersion

The second phase of duration is and immersion, which again

involves interaaion with as many of the different experiential com

ponents as available. For instance, at Starbucks you experience the

products, services, brand, promotion, and channel, one by one and

in combination throughout the entire visit. Conversely, drinking a

Budweiser at home might just be an experience of the produa and

the brand. The more components involved in the immersion phase

the more avenues a company has for conveyingmeaning. However,

the more components a company needs to coordinate the more dif

ficult it is to create and maintain a cohesive experience. In the Bud

weiser example, only the beer and the package have to coordinate to

deliver the right experience. In the Starbucks example, everything


